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To all whom it may concern: - 
' Be it known that I, LOUIS Manx,‘ a citi 
zen of the‘ United States; and resident 
of New York“ city, in the county of New 
York and State of New York, have invent 
ed certain new and useful Improvements in 
Figure Toys, of which the following is ‘a 
speci?cation. Y i it i ' 

This invention relates to a ?gure toy,‘ and 
‘more particularly to mechanically oper 
ated ?guretoy made in representation of a 
fowl such as a ‘chicken or goose; and has‘ 
Special reference ‘to the? Provision of a toy 
fowl 'adapted‘t-o’ be set ‘into operation for 
simulating a food seeking or consuming ac 
tivity. ' ' . ' " 

A principal object of my present inven 
tion comprehends ‘the provision‘ of a hoe 
chanic'ally- operated toy" fowl ‘constructed 
and‘ designed 'so that when energizedwthe' 
bed? of the fowl W111 be‘ moved to and from 
the ground or like?support in life-like re 

_ semblance to ‘the food pecking ‘mien of 
the fowl. } 

A' further principal object of the present 
invention inclu'desi‘the provision of a toy of 
this character which is designed‘ and con 
structed‘ so that‘ when operated the food 
pecking action of the-toy combined With 
a propulsion of the toy allong'a support 
so as to enhance the effect and‘more/closely 
simulate the naturalbehaviour of the fowl 
‘when seeking or consuming. food; ' 

T0 the 1 accomplishment of the .tqreesing 
and such other objects as. may hereinafter 
“appear7 my" invention consists‘ in the ele 
ments and“ their relation one to the other 

'_ as hereinafter particularly described ‘and 
. sought to be de?ned in the claims; reference 
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‘being bad to the accompzmying'v drawings 
which show a preferred embodiment ofmy 
invention andli'n which: ' ‘ 

Fig. l is a perspective view of the ?gure 
vtoy of my invention, 

Fig. 2 is a central longitudinal crQSS-sec 
.tional View thereof showing the vdifferent 
positions of thetoy when in action, and 
. '3 is a View taken in cross-section 
on‘ the line 3.73, Fig. 2. » - 7 
Referring now more in detail to the 

drawings, the toy fowl comprises body 
member 10 mounted for oscillating move 
ment on the plurality‘ of leg. members 11 
and >12 and amotor mechanism generally 
designated as .13 for mechanically operating 

the toy‘ for effecting the oscillation of the 
body between a substantially horizontal or 
normal body position, as shown in full lines 
111 Fig. 2, to a downwardly inclined or food 
pecking position as shown in dotted lines 
in said figure, and for effecting the simul 
taneous propulsion of the toy flon‘g‘the 
ground or other support such as 14. ' 
The body 10 may for ‘convenience of con 

struction comprise the body members 10' 
and 102 shaped and designed so as to rep 
resent a species of fowl such as a chicken 
or goosd“, the body members being prefer 
ably formed of sheet metal concave'd to pro 
duce the hollow body shown in the draw 
ings, the said body members being joined 
or secured together in any approved man 
ner. 

For oscillatably mounting the body on 
the leg members‘, the body is provided with 
the bottom plate 15 to‘ which'it is secured 
by means of tongue elements (not shown) 
integrally formed with the‘ body members 
received by the spaced slots v16; 16' in the 
plate 15, the plate being provided with the 
upturned members 17, 17 forming “spaced 
bearings for a rod 18. To the opposite ends 
of the rod 1.8 are ?zgedly attached the leg 
members 11 and 12, each of which includes 
an elongated foot portion 19' 'adapted’to 
properly support the toy upon the ground. 
For 'e?'ecting the food pecking action of 

the toy and for simultaneously propelling 
the same along the ground, I provide the 
motor mechanism 13 heretofore referred 
to carried by the body and connected to the 
leg members constructed so that when set 
into operation the body 10 will be moved be 
tween the positions indicated in Fig 2';'and 
in ‘the preferred construction the motor 
mechanism 13 is such'that the body is moved 
downwardly with a relatively slow’motion 
and is returned upwardly with a quick and 
resilient motion7 with the action such as to 
produce a forward “hopping” and propel 
ling movement of the toy. ‘ " 
The motor mechanism 13 more speci?cally 

comprises a torsion spring 20, the outer'end 
of which is anchored to an inverted ‘U 
shaped support 21 ?xed to the plate 15, 
the inner end of said spring being attached 
to a winding shaft 22 journaled in the plate 
15 and support 21 and provided with a 
winding key 23. Fixed to the shaft 22 there 
is provided the ratchet member 24 
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7 havin the spaced ratchet teeth 25 adapted 

50 

to 1'1 cover and engage ori?ces 26 in a 
gear 27, the said gear being loose on the 
shaft 22 and being arranged to mesh with 
a pinion 28 ?xed to a shaft 29 vwhich is’ 
also journaled in the plate 15 and the sup-V 
port 21. The pinion shaft 29 carries a 
crankarm 30 to which is connected one 
end of a link element 31, the other end of 
the link ‘element being connected to a rod 
32 ?xed at opposite ends to upwardly ex~ 
tending arms 33 and 34 which are prefer 
‘ably formed integrally with the leg mem 
bers 11 and 12 respectively. With this con 
struction it will be evident that when the 
spring 20 is energized, energy may be trans 
mitted from the gear 27 to the leg members 
to effect therto and fro rocking motion of ~ 
the body relatively to the leg members. 
For producing the desired activity, there 

‘is also provided the resistant element 35 in‘ 
the form .of a tension spring connected at 
one end, as at 36, to the rod 32 and con 
nected at its other end, as at 37, to a finger 
38 which may be formed integrally with 
the support 21. This resistant member 
functions to oppose the movement of the 
link member 31 during the movement of 
the body 10 from its normal to the down 

- ‘ wardly inclined position and to aid the re— 
turn movement thereof. :‘is will be seen 
from a consideration of Figs. 2 and 3 of 
the drawings, when the toy is placed on 
the ground or other supportlet, the body 

‘ ‘ of the, toy under the in?uence of gravity, 
and the action of the torsion spring 20 will 
move downwardly in opposition to- the re 
sistant spring. 35, this producing a rela 
tively slow downward movement of the 
body. The parts are so proportioned that 
when the beak of the fowl contacts with 
or is adjacent to the support 14: as shown 
in dotted lines in Fig. 2, the link element 
31 and the'crank arm 30 are in alinement; 

‘ and it will be evident that as'the crank 
arm 30 passes the dead center position, the 
resistant element 35 will change from op 
posing to aiding the motor- spring 20, the 
combined actions of these spring parts be 
ing such that the body 10 is returned to its 
normal body position with what may be 

"described as a quick jerk 0r snap, produc 
a “hopping” and energetic propulsion of the 

gtoy along the sup-port. 
The use and operation of my ?gure toy 

will in the main be fully apparent from the 
above detailed description thereof. 7 It will 
be further apparent that numerous changes 
‘may be made in the operating mechanism of 

' the toy, as well as in the shape and appear 
. ance of the same; and other operating and 
propelling mechanisms may be employed 
for producing the desired action, the essence 

rofhtheinvention residing in the provision 
of the toy fowl characterized by its being 
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mechanically moved in striking simulation 
of a pecking food seeking or ‘food, consum 
ing activity. ‘ ‘ " ‘ 

I claim: , . 

1. A toy fowl comprising a body mem 
ber formed in representation of a fowl, a 
plurality of leg members, the said body 

70 

member being mounted on the leg members ‘ 
for oscillating movement thereon between 
a substantially horizontal or normal body 
position and a downwardly inclined posi 
tion with the beak of the fowladjacent a 
support such as the ground on which the 
toy is placed, and mechanism carried by 
the body member and connected to the leg 
members for oscillatingv the body member 
relatively to the leg members in simulation 
of an eating or pecking action. ' ' 7 

,2. A toy fowl comprising a‘body' mem 
ber formed in representation of, a .fowl, a 
plurality’ of leg members, the said body 
member being mounted on the leg members 
for oscillating movement thereon between a 
substantially horizontal or normal body 
position and a downwardly inclined posi 
'tion with the beak ofthe fowl adjacent‘ a 
support such as the ground on which the 
toy is placed, and mechanism carried by 
the body member and connected tothe leg 
members for effecting the oscillation of the 
body member with a relatively slowdown 
ward motion and a relatively quick upward 
return mot-ion whereby the toy is propelled 
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along the support and is moved in simula- . 
tion' of an eating or ‘pecking action. 

3.‘ A toy fowl comprising a body mem 
ber formed in representation of a fowl, 
a pair of leg members, the said body member 
being mounted on ‘the leg members for 0s 
cillating movement thereon between a sub 
stantially horizontal or normal body posi 
tion and a downwardly inclined position 
with the ‘beak of the fowl‘ adjacent a'sup 

. port such aslthe ground on which ‘the toy 
is placed, motor mechanism oarried'by the 
body member, a’ link element connecting the 
motor mechanism with the legmembers to 
effect the oscillation of the body member 
upon operation of the motor mechanism,‘ 
and aresistant element connecting the motor 
mechanism with’the leg members operative 
so as to oppose the downward motion of 
the body member to produce a relatively 
slow movement thereof, and to aid the up 
ward return motion of the body member 
to produce a relatively quick return move 
ment thereof, whereby the toy when oper 
ated is propelled alongthe support and is 
moved in simulation ‘of an eating or’ peck-. 
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ing action. 7 _ _ 

7 4. A toy'fowl comprising a body member 
formed in representation of a fowl, a plural 
ity of leg members having elongated foot 
portions for supporting the body member. 
for propulsion along a support such as the 
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ground, the said body member being mount 
ed for oscillation on the leg members be 
tween substantially horizontal and down 
wardly inclined positions, these positions 
corresponding respectively to the normal 
body position and with the food peeking 
position of the fowl, a spring motor mech 
anism carried by and housed within the 
body member, a link element connecting the 
motor mechanism with the leg members for 
producing the oscillating movement of the 
body on operation of the motor mechanism, 
and a resistant element connecting the motor 
mechanism with the leg membersoperative 
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so as to oppose the gravitational movement 
of the body member when the toy is placed 
upon a support to produce a relatively slow 
downward motion of the body and opera 
tive to aid the spring motor mechanism to 
produce a quick upward return movement 
of the body whereby the toy is propelled 
along the support when operated and is 
moved in simulation of an eating or pecking 
action. 

Si ed at New York city, in the county 
of Néegv York and State of New York, this 
18th day of December, A. D. 1923. 

LOUIS MARX. 
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